English II Snow Day Assignments

Directions: For English II Snow Day assignments, you will use Study Island. The 10 assignments here are different from our already scheduled assignments (which will still be due on the designated due dates...so work on those too for your normal class grade). BUT, for these assignments, you are only required to PROFICIENT in 10 questions (instead of 15 like our usual program). Proficient is required though. If you can’t get it in 10, keep going until you reach proficient. REVIEW the provided LESSON before you try the questions.

For the Snow Day assignments:

Login > “Language Arts” > Under “US Programs,” find the program named “Developmental Reading and Writing” ... complete the following assignments for the corresponding snow day.

DAY 1: 2 a. Roots and Affixes

DAY 2: 6 a. Drawing Inferences and Conclusion

DAY 3: 7 b. Author’s Purpose

DAY 4: 9 a. Argument and Position

DAY 5: 9 c. Persuasive Techniques

DAY 6: 10 d. Using Sources

DAY 7: 11 a. Punctuation

DAY 8: 11 e. Verb Tense

DAY 9: 11 f. Subject-verb agreement

DAY 10: 11 g. Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

NOTE: I will check your work after the first 5 days. They are worth 10 points each (for each proficient)...so after you get the call for the 5th snow day... I will long on the day after the 5th snow day and check days 1-5. They are to be completed ON TIME. I will do the same after day 10...I’ll check days 6-10 the day after the 10th day call. The total snow day assignment grade is worth 100 points.